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2021 trends summary - IBV

5 trends for 2021
and beyond –
recent and
upcoming research
to deliver value in
an uncertain world

•1 |
The social contract
is on
the docket

•4|
Winning (and
losing) with tech
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•2|
Mental health
and mindful
leadership

•5|
Virtual is reality

•3 |
Supply chains
exposed the need
for integrated,
intelligent
workflows

In 2021, business
leaders will be
under pressure to
respond to all
these trends

Disruptive
Master level
forces
grid

Digital
technology is
redefining
possibilities
in Energy,
Environment
and Utilities
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Artificial Intelligence

Mobile

APIs/Microservices

Forces utilities to reconceptualize customer and
utility operations

Enables people to
manage their energy footprint
anytime, anyplace

Fosters the rapid creation
of an integration ecosystem

Cloud

Blockchain

Internet of Things

Instantiates the cheap and agile
systems required for industry
disruption

Creates a proxy for traditional
infrastructure lowering barriers
to market entry

Spawns the data driven
utility of the future

Cybersecurity

Hyperlocal
Geolocation

Analytics

Safeguards the critical
infrastructure foundational
to the world economy

Makes possible mobility as a
service driving the sustain-able
electrification of the
transportation sector

Leverages data to enable
disruptive innovation creating
the new industry order
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Reimagine Workflows

Intelligent Workflows orchestrate Data, Skills, and Technology to

• Integrate the front,
middle and back office
• Leverage AI to
accelerate time to
insights
• Build, train, and get to
production in a few
weeks versus months

Avoid supply chain
disruption
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Improve customer service
& engagement

Train and manage
people in a virtual world

No AI without IA

IA (Information Architecture) driven by big data, analytics, and hybrid multicloud architecture delivers massive outcomes

Decoupling
Data
Decoupling
Data
and Apps,and
API´s
as API´s as
Apps,
the «new
wine».
the
«newData
wine».
Decoupling
Hybrid and
Multicloud
Hybrid
Apps,Multicloud
API´s as
orchestration
orchestration
the «new wine».
Hybrid Multicloud
orchestration

Benefits are exponential

Radical Reinvention Requires More
than a Technology Solution.
Change is key.

25%

10%

Increase in customer service

Reduction in Non-Revenue Water
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> 50%
Reduce IT Run Cost and Rebalance
Run Versus Build toward a 50/50 Split
(TOTEX)

100%
Condition assessment with 15%
reduction in unplanned maintenance

5-10x
Faster turn around times for data
centric processes

10%
Improvement in Leak Detection

